What in the world is that and why should I become a member?

Association of Computing Machinery
- ACM is an educational and scientific society uniting the world’s computing educators, researchers and professionals to inspire dialogue, share resources and address the field’s challenges.
- ACM strengthens the profession’s collective voice through strong leadership, promotion of the highest standards, and recognition of technical excellence.
- ACM supports the professional growth of its members by providing opportunities for life-long learning, career development, and professional networking.

SIG = Special Interest Group
- SIGACCESS
- SIGACT
- SIGADA
- SIGAPP
- SIGARCH
- SIGART
- SIGBED
- SIGBioinformatics
- SIGCAS
- SIGCIS
- SIGDM
- SIGEE
- SIGDA
- SIGDOC
- SIGKDD
- SIGER
- SIGMC
- SIGMIS
- SIGMM
- SIGMOBILE
- SIGMOD
- SIGOPS
- SIGPLAN
- SIGSPATIAL
- SIGGRAPHICS
- SIGUCCS
- SIGWEB
SIGUCS started in 1963
- Special Interest Group of University and College Computing Services
- Focus on issues surrounding the support, delivery, and management of the diverse aspects of information technology services in higher education.
- Professional development organization

$25 per year

SIGUCS DIGITAL LIBRARY
- All SIGUCS proceedings
- Papers and presentations from all conferences since 1970
- Articles, and other publications with ACM membership full access to digital library
Online Communities
- Open list
- Members only list (maintained by ACM)
- LinkedIn

Quarterly Newsletter
- First issue, summer, 2012
- Keeping the communication and ideas flowing all year

Webinars
- Lab Management: What’s Growing on Your Keyboard
- Learning Environments: What is Happening During the Summer of 2012?
- Tips and Tricks for Writing Your Memphis Conference Paper
- Superstar Student Staff
- Sleeping With Their Eyes Open: Training Student Staff
- Time Management for Busy Geeks
- Hiring Student Staff: Do They Wear Dirty Clothes to the Interview?
- Pump Up the Jam! Tips & Trick to Motivate You and Your Staff!
- Leverage Emotional Intelligence to Redirect Negative Behavior

2010-2011 webinars 2012 webinars
Members Only Webinars
- Learning series
- Repeat conference presentations

Conferences
- $75 off conference registration for members

The best part of membership...
Invest $25 into your professional development …you are worth it!

Karen McRitchie
SIG UCCS Board
mcritchi@grinnell.edu